Lake Nighthorse Creel Survey
Introduction:
Lake Nighthorse was filled for the first time in 2009 and stocked with Rainbow Trout, Brown Trout, and
Kokanee Salmon shortly after. But, it
would be almost 10 years before the lake
and fishery was opened to the public.
The lake was opened in 2018. Angler use
in the first years a body of water is open
to fishing is typically high. We chose to
wait a few years before assessing angler
use and catch to let the “new” wear off.
Aside from estimating angler numbers
and fish harvest, we were also interested
in establishing a baseline for how
crowded anglers feel by other anglers
and other recreation users of the lake.
Angler species preference and a question
on management restrictions was asked.
The Lake Nighthorse Creel Survey was conducted from May 1st to July 31st, 2021. We chose this time
period because fishing typically slows in August and angler attendance wanes throughout the fall
months. The lake opened up on April 1st but it was only open Friday, Saturday and Sunday until daily
operations began on May 14th. Assessing angler use on weekend and weekdays during April would not
have been practical.
Results:
A total of 433 interviews were conducted during 28 weekend and 20 weekdays. The total number of
anglers estimated for the 3 months was 4,988 (Table 1). Total catch by anglers was 8,231 fish (69%
captured from boats). The vast majority were Rainbow Trout (87%) with Kokanee Salmon comprising
most of the remainder at 11%. Brown
Trout captures were rare (1.4% of the
catch) and most were caught off a boat
versus the shore. The overall catch rate
was 0.71 fish per hour compared to
similar sized and managed Colorado
lakes of approximately 0.52 fish per
hour.
Most fish captured were released.
Approximately 81% of rainbows and 88%
of kokanee were released after capture
(Table 1). The percentage of Brown
Trout thrown back was 58%.
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Figure 1. Number of anglers per month during weekdays and
weekends.
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Angler use during the three months surveyed did not vary much by weekend compared to weekday
surveys. May was the only month there was a significant difference in the number of anglers and it was
highest on the weekends (Figure 3).
Angler pressure typically drops off as the
catch declines during the summer months.
We saw a similar pattern at Lake
Nighthorse. The difference between angler
numbers and catch was relatively low in
May and June but much higher in July
(Figure 4).

Figure 2. Angler numbers and catch at Lake Nighthorse.

We asked anglers several questions related
to their experience on the lake, species
preference, and one on management
restrictions. Most anglers did not have a
preference on which species they caught (62%, N=433). Rainbow and Brown trout were sought after by
about the same percentages (15% for each), and Kokanee Salmon 8%. Two crowding questions were
asked. One was do you feel crowed by other anglers and the other was do you feel crowded by other
recreationalists? The vast majority answered that they did not feel crowded by either (range 84‐99%
weekend vs weekdays). The biggest percentage of dissatisfaction was anglers feeling crowed by
recreationalist (16%) and that was mostly on weekends. The last questions we asked was “are you
aware that only trout can be stocked in Lake Nighthorse?” The majority of people asked (68%, N=433)
answered “No” to this question.

Photo 1. CPW stocking retired broodstock Rainbow Trout.
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Table 1. 2021 Lake Nighthorse Creel Summary sheet.

LAKE NIGHTHORSE
FISHING PRESSURE

2021 CREEL SURVEY
CATCH/HARVEST

INFORMATION
Count period=May 1 to July 31
Total contacts during count period = 433
Total resident anglers contacted = 715
Total nonresident anglers contacted = 295
Fisherman Hours:

Coefficient of Variation:

Shore: 6,138 hrs

(COV)
8%

Boat: 5,439 hrs

8%

Total: 11,577 hrs

6%

Average length of completed fishing trip = 2.32 hrs.
Estimated number of anglers for count period = 4,988
(COV = 8%)
Hours Fishing / Surface Acre / Month =
(11,577 hrs ÷1404 sa) = 2.7 Hrs/Ac/Mo
3 mo
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CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Coefficient of Variation:

Number of
fish caught:

Shore: 2,581
Boat: 5,649
Both: 8,231

Catch per Hour (CPH):

(COV)
14%
12%
10%

Shore fishermen: 0.42 Fish/Hr
Boat fishermen: 1.04 Fish/Hr
Overall CPH: 0.71 Fish/Hr

Average creel size = 15.6 inches
Total fish caught/acre during count period =
5.9 fish/acre

Total catch by species
Species

% of
Catch

%
Throwbacks

Total
catch

RBT
LOC

87.4%
1.4%
10.9%

81%
58%
88%

7,194
115
900

KOK

Avg. number of fish caught per
fisherman trip = (8,231 ÷ 4,988)
= 1.65 fish/trip
Species

COV

RBT
LOC
11% KOK
43% WHS
21%

WHS
0.2%
100%
15
50%
Note: Total estimated number of fish caught
in the 3 month period was 8,231

Catch per Hour
0.62 f/hr
0.01 f/hr
0.08 f/hr
N/A
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Discussion:
Approximately 50,000 catchable Rainbow Trout are stocked by the Bureau of Reclamation (the US Fish
and Wildlife Service raises and stocks these fish) every year as mitigation for building the reservoir. CPW
stocks another 20,000 fingerling Brown Trout and 150,000 Kokanee Salmon fingerlings. CPW also stocks
a small number (usually less than 250) of retired Rainbow Trout broodstock in the 16‐22 inch range. The
rainbow and brown trout are stocked for angling and the kokanee are for both angling and broodstock.
A creel census evaluates whether a stocking
strategy is producing satisfactory catch rates by
anglers. The statewide average catch rate for
reservoirs like Nighthorse is about 0.52 fish per hour
of angling. Lake Nighthorse’s three‐month average
was 0.71 fish per hour and the average size of fish
was approximately 15 inches. Although we did not
specifically ask anglers if they were satisfied with
the number of fish they caught, with a catch rate
over 0.5 and the average size of fish over 10 inches,
we presume they were. At this point we do not
recommend any changes to the stocking strategy at Photo 2. Bre Hawman holds a trophy Brown Trout captured in
the Merwin Net, Fall 2021.
Lake Nighthorse.
Catchable trout are stocked when a reservoir is unproductive and does not have the potential to grow
fish to a desirable size. Lake Nighthorse is an unproductive reservoir that does manage to grow some
big Brown and Rainbow trout, IF they get large enough to switch over and start feeding on crayfish and
other small fishes (mostly darters and white sucker fingerlings). Otherwise, most of the catchable trout
do not grow well and have poor body condition indexes. Catchable trout are highly domesticated and
do not survive well from year to year. Harvesting, or keeping these fish, does not hurt the resource.
However, over 80% of the Rainbow Trout captured by anglers were released. This may help keep catch
rates slightly higher but most of these fish are unlikely to survive their first winter in the reservoir and
recruit to the catch the following year. The release rate on Kokanee Salmon was 88%. These are good
eating fish but their size (9‐10 inches) may be undesirable for anglers to keep.
Creel surveys are stratified for weekdays and weekends since typically higher numbers of anglers fish
during the weekend or holidays. At Lake Nighthorse, there was not much of a difference in the number
of anglers on weekends and weekdays, except for May (Figure 3). The May weekend numbers were
likely skewed high because the lake was not open during the week until May 14th. Monday‐Thursday
from May 1 ‐14 were not sampled. There were more anglers on weekdays in June and July than on
weekends. Higher use by anglers on the weekdays might reflect the large number of retirees in the
community as well as tourists and just the ease of access to the lake from Durango.
Another factor for higher angler use during the weekdays might be crowding issues on the weekends.
When asked, on a scale of 1‐5, if “you feel crowded by other anglers”, 7% answered with some level of
dissatisfaction on the weekends compared to only 1% on weekdays (N=433 surveyed). The vast majority
of anglers did not feel crowded on either day by other anglers.
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We also asked about other recreationalists
crowding anglers. The level of discomfort with
crowding by other recreationalists was double
the angler crowding issue at 16% on weekends
and 10% on weekdays. Complaints about
wakeboard boats and paddle boarders were the
most common.
Finally, we asked anglers about the current
fishery management of Lake Nighthorse,
specifically, were you aware that trout can only
Figure 3. Timeline of responses to, "Are you aware only trout can
be stocked in the lake (i.e. no bass or other
be stocked"?
species)? We asked this question more to
educate anglers on the environmental
commitments CPW and project users made regarding stocking fish and to explain why it is important to
keep invasive fish out of the reservoir. Most, predictably, did not know only trout could be stocked
(68%), which we assumed was the case. The number of anglers responding “Yes” rose with time (Figure
5) suggesting, at least repeat anglers, were getting the message.
Lake Nighthorse is a Kokanee Salmon broodstock lake
where each fall we take up to 3 million eggs to restock the
reservoir and other waters across Colorado. Kokanee
populations are very sensitive to predation by Lake Trout,
infections from gill lice, and warm water temperatures. The
lake has sufficient depths, without high dissolved oxygen
demands, to provide coldwater refuge for kokanee and
there are no significant predators or gill lice. Angling
harvest was unknown but the 2021 survey suggest harvest
is insignificant (110 kokanee + 33).
The 2021 Creel Census at Lake Nighthorse establishes a
baseline of angler use, harvest, fish preference, and angling
experience. These data will be useful as a comparison for
periodic Creel Surveys at Lake Nighthorse, and other similar
reservoirs in the state, in the future.

Photo 3. Spawning Kokanee Salmon off the Merwin
Trap at Lake Nighthorse.
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